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Biology Assessment
4 Cluster Areas

• Energy, Organization of Living Things
• Diversity and Biological Evolution
• Reproduction and Heredity
• Environment

• Plus 2 Performance Tasks
Energy, Organization of Living Things

- State mean
- FG mean
- Clearview mean

2008, 2009, 2010
Diversity and Biological Evolution

- **Total Pop**
- **Spec Ed**

Year | Total Pop | Spec Ed
--- | --- | ---
2008 | 0.6 | 0.4
2009 | 0.7 | 0.4
2010 | 0.6 | 0.5
Diversity and Biological Evolution

- State mean
- FG mean
- Clearview mean

Year: 2008, 2009, 2010
Reproduction and Heredity

![Bar chart showing the comparison between Total Pop and Spec Ed across years 2008, 2009, and 2010. The chart indicates a trend where Total Pop remains relatively constant, while Spec Ed shows a slight increase over time.](image-url)
Environment

- State mean
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- Clearview mean

Year 2008, 2009, 2010
Tasks 1 & 2 - 2010

State mean
FG mean
Clearview mean

Task 1
Task 2
Total Population Results - 2010

Mean Score
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Special Education Results - 2010

- Bar chart showing the percentage of students in different proficiency categories for Advanced Proficient, Proficient, and Partially Proficient.
- Categories include State, FG, and Clearview.
Special Education Results - 2010
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